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Marion Jungeblut was born in 1964 in Germany. She studied sculpture with Prof. Jürgen Weber 
at the Institut Elementares Formen and architecture (Diplom/equ.MA) at the Technische Universität TU 
Braunschweig/Germany as well as mathematics and theoretic physics. After alternating stays in Los 
Angeles where she worked at Skidmore Owings and Merrill, participated in installations for the MOMA 
San Francisco and received her private pilot license at Hawthorne Airport, Los Angeles, California, she 
studied art and media sciences at the HBK Braunschweig University of Art/Germany. She is member of 
the EVBK/GEAEA European Artist Association/ Groupement Europeen des Artistes de l’Eifel et des 
Ardennes, Counsellor/advisory board of the Artist Association BBK Braunschweig/Germany and is based 
with two studios in Braunschweig/Germany and Porto Cristo/Spain.  
 

In Marion Jungeblut’s hovering acrylic sculpture or rather acrylic-glass-installations whose 
visionary groupings, perfections in form and their futuristically reflecting surfaces cast a spell over their 
viewers: the subject matter focuses on the deconstruction of the objects with regard to our aesthetic 
perception and from our conventional perspective as well as on the dissolution of form in their 
conceptual consistence.  
 

In the series the relativity of reflected realities – unthought manifestations is shown how 
speculative possibilities of thinking under the hypothetic assumption of multiplicative realities is 
conceptually manifested in sculpture, object, installation and their appearance.  
 

The subjective relativity of associations in the moment of viewing as the relative positon and 
point of view to the object evokes different images and associations in different levels and layers of 
visual and cognitive perception. Speculative words and specular reflective surfaces induce and create 
the possibilities of divergent and different realities.  

 
the relativity of reflected realities – unthought manifestations  
– It remains uncertain  
– It remains distant  
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